
 
Continuity Reinscribed                            (la continuidad reinscrita)  

an exhibiion of  

 
The works presented in this exhibition span a period of about ten years. Museo del Imaginario/imaginary 
museum is part of an ongoing project (officially founded in December 2006) although it had already initiated 
fieldwork and various productions much earlier. It is the canopy for which to explore various issues 
regarding indgenous textiles through museum practices.  
 
The focus of the project takes up the notion of the historic gaze toward Mesoamerican indigenous women. 
It sustains how a daily life activity is an art form – particularly the making of the textiles that clothe these 
women and their families. Their textile making has served to give continuity to beliefs, depite thw fact that 
they, the makers, have been constant victims of agression over the centuries,  for which they have hidden 
themselves in the shadows of their hearths, and carried on. Today these textiles are valued as part of 
national culture in Mexico and are used to decorate various civic festivities. As works of art, some of these 
textiles are included in important collections, both private and institutional. Importantly, these textiles have 
transiited from their remote sites of origin to also form part of the bodies of women in cities. Their existence 
is polysemic. They have resisted conquest and prejudice, marginalization and economic severity; they are 
endangered yet continue; they have deep meanings and are also viewed as commodities; they, as well as 
their makers, are inserted in our multifarious Present. 
 

LIST OF WORKS: 
1. Guardians (4 miniatures, clothed in huipiles). Situated in various window sills of the gallery. 
2. Museum Manifesto (printed on fine art canvas). 

The declaration, Vision and Mission of Museo del Imaginario/Imaginary Museum. 
3. Museum Banners (3 colour banners with the logo of the museum). To celebrate the present exhibition. 
4. From the Series Young Woman who doe not want to be photographed. (4 digitally printed images on fine 

art canvas). The Museum attempts to document its collection on the body of a young woman who resists. 
5. The Ghost Collection/Colección Fantasma:  (50 diaphanous digitally printed huipiles hung from ceiling) 

Installation that simulates the unacknowledged and ubiquitous presence in society of the textiles and the 
women who inhabit them. 

6. The Museum Labels (54 handmade labels). Based on the label style pertaining to the beginnings of 
anthropology, their information as ecountered in ethnograhic collections of diverse, prominent museums. 

7. Shadow Women (floor installation of 80 female silhouttes dressed in diaphanous, digitally printed huipiles). 
Refers to the unacknowledged women that are the keepers and transmitters of their fractured culture. 

8. Museum Documents. (Photographs and 4 pairs of white gloves). One set of Museum files that document 
the exploration of the ritual dress of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. 

9. Fiedlwork in reference to Santiago Sierra’s “11 mujeres…”. A 3-photograph document, that parodies a 
little known work by Santiago Sierra which made the women of Zinacantán cry. 

10.  Mirrors of Illusion. (12 small mirrors) Conmemorates the trinket mirrors historically traded for gold, women 
and textiles. 

11.  RELATO: The Wandering Tehuanita. (Twp-video Installation, in second vault). A story about migration 
and out-of-place-ness. 

12.  Inside/Outside.  (Video in first vault). On the exploration of huipiles in Museo del Imaginario’s Collection. 
13.  Notes from Fieldwork: (Video, on monitor). Different textiles’ experiences over the years.  

 


